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NAVY ISLAND is a small tropical island off the coast of
Port Antonio, Jamaica. In the 18th century, the island was
used by the British Royal Navy (hence the name). According to
local legend, Navy Island changed hands in the 1940s during a
rum-fueled poker game involving a Hollywood celebrity. Even
today, the island remains one of the most beautiful spots in
the Caribbean. The rich and vibrant history of Navy Island
inspired this traditional Jamaican rum brand.
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NAVY ISLAND
XO Reserve Rum
HISTORY
Navy Island is a small tropical island off the coast of Port 
Antonio, Jamaica. In the 18th century, the island was used by 
the British Royal Navy (hence the name). According to local 
legend, Navy Island changed hands in the 1940s during a rum-
fueled poker game involving a Hollywood celebrity. Even today, 
the island remains one of the most beautiful spots in the 
Caribbean. The rich and vibrant history of Navy Island inspired 
this traditional Jamaican rum brand.

ABOUT
Navy Island XO Reserve is a superior blend of hand-selected 
Jamaican rums, including some of the finest aged rums 
distilled in traditional Jamaican pot stills. Navy Island XO 
Reserve has all the unique features of a high quality aged 
Jamaican rum.
ABV: 40%

TASTING NOTES
Deep amber, golden color. Very appealing, characteristically 
Jamaican nose. Wonderful balance of vanilla, rich ripe fruit, 
bananas, baked apple and caramel. Full-bodied rum. Long and 
very satisfying dry finish. Elegant and well balanced.
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NAVY ISLAND
Navy Strength Rum
HISTORY
Navy Island is a small tropical island off the coast of Port 
Antonio, Jamaica. In the 18th century, the island was used by 
the British Royal Navy (hence the name). According to local 
legend, Navy Island changed hands in the 1940s during a rum-
fueled poker game involving a Hollywood celebrity. Even today, 
the island remains one of the most beautiful spots in the 
Caribbean. The rich and vibrant history of Navy Island inspired 
this traditional Jamaican rum brand.

ABOUT
The Navy Island Navy Strength is a 100% pure Pot Still rum. 
The blend is made from 11 carefully selected – small batch 
distilled – rums of various ages. This unique 100% pure Pot 
Still rum is bottled at Navy Strength for intense flavor and 
maximum enjoyment. Navy Strength refers to rum that is 
bottled at exactly 57% alcohol by volume. Navy Island Navy 
Strength is a gorgeous rum that represents the best traditional 
craftsmanship has to offer.
ABV: 57%

TASTING NOTES
Deep amber color. Intensely aromatic. Fantastic balance of 
ripe fruits, bananas and hints of vanilla. Full-bodied, heavy 
style rum. Magnificent long finish. Deep and very well 
balanced.
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